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ABSTRACT :
In the context of the development of avionics embedded computers, it is required to implement avionics
communication protocols inside the on board network and also between board and ground systems
through the air/ground network. The experience of Airbus France in the field of the development of
protocols with the need of avionics certification has demonstrated that the validation and verification of
the implementations is a complex task.
From this report, the methodology and tools department of Airbus France/EYY contracted with Atos
Origin a study in order to define a methodology for the verification of protocols and to propose a testing
tool suite to facilitate the validation process.
The objectives of the study are to increase the coverage of the validation while reducing the effort and
improving the traceability of the protocol automatons.
The study has been conducted in relationship with Mr. Richard Castanet who is the head of the
laboratory of research in information technology from the University of Bordeaux (LaBRI).
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Starting with a the state of the art of the validation and verification strategies and the associated tools,
Atos Origin has proposed a set of recommendations addressing mainly the specification and verification
phases of the development process.
For the software requirement phase, the recommendations refer to the splitting of the protocols in sub-
components in order to isolate the automates and therefore to reduce the complexity of the software to
test ; the formalization of the finite state machines (mathematical determinism of automates).
The verification is based on the progressive testing and integration of the software components.
The study is supplemented with the definition of ATPA, a framework to develop a generic testing tool
dedicated to a specific protocol. ATPA allows to exchange protocol data with the implementation under
test across various communication channels. It offers many generic features to perform degradation of
the data, driven by a control language, and therefore permits the addition, deletion, modification and
delaying of protocol data in both ways.  
At this time, the work is successfully exploited by Airbus France for the A380 program which includes an
increased number of avionics protocols.
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 A methodology for testing avionics
protocols for A380 Program
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Context
The CONTEXT
Airbus, A380, Capitalisation on A320 and A340 programs
(ATSU equipment).
The OBJECTIVE
To improve the quality of the testing protocols for
certifying to DO-178B level C.
The classic “functional coverage” approach is not well suited
The APPROACH
External and Internal expertise, state of the art studies,
Definition of a methodology relying on Atos’s experience
and Airbus’s objectives.
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DIFFERENCES between protocol and classic
embedded software
R CLASSIC Software
ÓSet of functions with no complex relationship
ÓProcessing of algorithms
ÓMore easy to specify, design and test
R PROTOCOL Software
ÓIncludes one or more automates
ÓAsynchronous incoming events in distributed environment
ÓImportant set of combinations to cover a purpose
Context
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Context
Difficulties for implementing protocol software
R Specification
ÓHow to formalize a standard ?
ÓHow to ensure the compliance of the standard ?
R Tracability of requirements
ÓWhat to trace ? What is the granularity ?
R Test
ÓIs coverage of transitions sufficient ?
ÓWhat kind of tests ? How many tests ? What is the
architecture
R What does DO-178B say ?
Ócharacteristics of protocols is not described
ÓCompliance to DO-178B is not sufficient
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Context
The problem
R The response to a stimulus for a protocol depends on :
ÓThe context of execution
ÓThe date of the stimulus
R A simple minded structural coverage is not sufficient
The objectives
R Isolation and simplification of the automate
R In order to reduce the complexity
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Specification & Design
R Formal specification of the automate with tools :
ÓSimulation & Verification
ÓAutomatic code generation
ÓAutomatic test generation
R Rule for simplifying the representation of the automate :
ÓModularity : one function by automate
ÓDeterminism : prevention of decisions in a transition
ÓAbstraction : black boxes instead of algorithms
R Models for the conceptual specification of a protocol.
The methodology
Determinism : f(current state, in event) -> out event
with some is (current state, in event) then  out event is only
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The method : development phase
Specification
Formal specification
Simulation and verification of
the automate
Preliminary design
Detailed design
coding
Development phase
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Architecture of a protocol
Development phase
AUTOMATETOOLS PROCESSING
ENCODING /
DECODING
LOW LAYER
ENCODING /
DECODING
HIGH LAYER
Interface to upper layers
Interface with lower layers
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Architecture of a protocol
AUTOMATE =
Development phase
TRANSLATION AUTOMATE
External
Event
In
Event
Out
Event
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Testing approach
R Progressiveness in testing approach (with Perimeter,
Types of test, Means.):
ÓUnit tests of the tools
ÓUnit tests of the automate
ÓFunctional tests of the protocol with automate black
box
 Î In order to minimize the number and complexity
(The complexity of testing layer isn’t combined.)
R Testing tools
    Î In order to concentrate efforts on the description of
     the tests instead of the execution of the tests
Testing
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The method : Verification phase
Unit tests of the tools
Unit tests of the automate
Functional tests with automate in
« black box »
Integration testing
Etude Airbus
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« Tool box »
The testing stack :
• Suited for all testing scenarios
• Warrants the integrity of the
testing protocol
• Deterministic behavior
• Generic degrading (addition,
modification, deletion, delay,
chronometer.) for all PDU
• Traces
• Not a reference protocol (It’s a
helps tool.)
Testing tool
Scenario A
Protocol
under
test
testing
Protocol
Scenario B
Protocol
Data
Unit
Analyser
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The RESULTS
R IMPROVEMENT of definition of the requirements
Ópreciseness
ÓCoverage
R IMPROVEMENT of the coverage of the test cases
R REDUCTION of the number of tests
R REDUCTION of the time spent to design the tests
Results
